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The non-existence of a biplane with k = 7 is prbved using elementary arguments. 
In this note, using the elementary notion of &ains in a complete graph (due to 
Hussain [4])t we prove that a biplane with k = 7 does not exist. In the literature, 
this result is obtained using the powerful Bruek-iRyser-Chowla theorem. 
We consider simple undirected graphs without loops and multiple dges. The 
letters x, y, z or numbers 1,2,3 etc. denote vertices and the letters e, f denote 
edges. A cycle of length t in a graph G is a cyclically ordered set C = 
( X()X1.. . X,-I) of distinct vertices uch that Xi is adjacent to Xi-1 and xi+1 (mod t) 
in G. In our definition, the cycles (x0 x1 . _ . x& (x2 x3 y 1 x0x1) and 1 . . ewt, 
t X1 X(-J &-1 XI-2 l l . x3 x2) are all identical. A chain in the complete graph M, (on 
the vertex-set (0, 1, . . . , tt - 1)) is a vertex disjoint union of cycles covering all 
the vertices of K,,. An angle (X y z ) = (z y x ) is a set of 3 distinct vertices. We 
say that a cycle C covers an edge e = (X y) if (x, y) is a pair of adjacent vertices in 
C. We also say that a cycle C covers the angle (X y z) if C covers the edges (X y) 
and (y z), Finally, a chain is said to cover an edge (respectively an angle) if it has 
a cycle covering that edge (respectively that cycle). For example, C = 
(1356)(024)=(35”)^” A\ ‘U A [W L 4~ in K7 covers the edge (0 4) but not (15) and the 
chain (0345361) covers the angles (301)) (016) and (452) but does not cover the 
angles (354) and (026). 
Let D be a biplane with block size k and X a distinguished block of D. Since 
any block of D other &an X intersects X in a unique hint-pair and conversely, 
the blocks of D other than X can be identified with the edges of & It is then 
clear that, for any point outside X, the blocks containing that point form a chain 
in Kk. Let S be the set of all such $(k - l)(k - 2) chains. Hussain [4] observed 
that: 
(1) Any two chains in S cover two common edges. 
(2) Any two edges that do not have a vertex in common arc simultaneously 
cc :lered by two chains in S. 
(3) Anv two c&es with 
in s 
_ a common vertex i.e. an angle is covered by Eric: chain 
(4) Any edge is covered by k-2 chains in S. 
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Xussain i;i used these observations to prove that biplanes with k = 3, 4 and 5 
arc unique and there are 3 biplanes with k = 6 (for alternative treatments, ee 
11 61 9 l 
-We now show that there is no biplane with k = 7 by proving that a set S of 15 
chains atisfying (l)-(4) does not exist. 
The proof will be by contradiction. So, suppose Sis a set of 15 chains atisfying 
(l)-(4)* 
(5) Any chain in S is a 7-cycle. 
f, If not, then there exists a chain C = (0123)(456) in S. By (2) there exists 
another chain E in S covering the edges e = (01) and f = (23). First, let E be a 
union of a &cycle and a 3qcle. If E covers both e and f in its &cycle then its 
3-cycle nest be (456), i.e. E must have 5 edges in common with C, a 
contradictiosl to (1). Otherwise E covers e = (01) and e ’ == (45), say? in its 4cycle 
which implies that E has at least 3 edges in common with C, a contradiction to
(1). So E is a 7-cycle. But then it is easy to see that E must cover one of (4S), (56) 
and (64), again resulting in the same contradiction. q 
In view of (5), the term chain will be synonymous with a ‘T-cycle in K7. 
Before we proceed, we make some notational conventions. In writing a chain, 
the positions occupied by the integers are assumed to be alloted (reserved) to 
those integers while the positions occupied by x are yet to be alloted to the 
iemaining integers. For example, (340~2%) means (3401256) or (3406251). 
Further, a paranthesised pair of integers may be oriented either way. For 
example, (340(12)56) means (3401256) or (3402156). Similarly ((34(15)260) 
corresponds to the four chains depending on the orientation of the edges (34) and 
(15). Following Hussain, we say that two chains are inconsistent if hey can not be 
simultaneously in S, For example, the chains (0134652) and (1203564) are 
inconsistent by(3) because they both cover the angle (465). Simil:arly the chains 
((34(01)2%) and ((01)265(43)) are inconsistent by (1). Suppose two vertex 
disjoint edges e and f are both covered by a chain C. We say that e and f 
are neighbours in C if a vertex of e and a vertex of f are joined by an edge 
covered by C. Ftzr example, if C = (0316245), then (OS) and (24) are neighbours 
but (31) and (45) are non-neighbours. It is easy to see that any given edge 
covered by a chain has two neighllours in that chain. Suppose the edges e and f 
are both covered by the chains E, F as neighbours. If e = (01) and f = (23) then 
E = ((Olj(23)xxx) and F = ((Olj(23)~~~). It follows that no matter how we write 
the X’S one of (49, (56) and (46) is covered by both E and F making them 
inconsistent by(1). This simple observation obtains 
t e, f be any two vertex disjoint edges and suppose E, F are the two 
chains in S one of these two chains 
covers e, f a m as non-neighbours. 
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Proof. By our observation there is at most one chain C E S covering e, f as 
neighbours. Also on any chain covering e, there are two edges that are 
neighbours of e on that chain and by (4), there are 5 chains covering e. On the 
other hand, the number of vertex-disjoint edges from e is (I) = 10. The equality of 
these two numbers implies the existence of precisely one chain in S covering e, f 
as neighbours. The remaining part is clear by (2). 0 
(7) If C = (0123456) E S, then either C1 = (0162534) E S or Cz = (0145362) E S. 
Proof. By (6) there is one chain C’ E S that covers (01) and (26) as neighbours. 
So &her C’ = C1 = (Ol(26)mxx) or 2’ = C’* = (Oll(26)). If Ci = (0126~~~) then 
the angle (012) is covered by C1 making it inconsistent with C by (3). Hence 
C1 = (0162~~~). Consideration of the angle (601) leads to Cz = (Ol~xx62). If 
C1 = (01623(45)), then C1 is inconsistent with C by (1). If Cp = (01624(35)), then 
it is inconsistent with C by (6) since it would cover (01) and (34) or (01) and (45) 
as non-neighbours. So C1 = (01625(34)). Finally, it C1 = (0162543) then it is 
inconsistent with C by (6) or (3). Hence C1 = (0162534). The reader is invited to 
similarly show that Cz must be (0145362). •l 
(8) If C = (0123456) E S, then Ct = (0145362) E S. 
Proof. By (7), it suffices to show that C1 $ S. Let E = (1254560). Then E = C. 
Applying (7) to E (with cyclic shift modulo 7) yields El = (1203645) E S or 
Ez = (1256403) E S. C1 is inconsistent with El by (1) while C1 is inconsistem with 
Ez by (6) since they both cover (25) and (04) as non-neighbours. Since one of El, 
Ez is in S, C1 $ S. 0 
(9) S does not exist. 
Proof. Let C = (0123456) E S. But C = E = (1234560). Treating E as a different 
chain and applying (8) with a cyclic shift modulo 7 yields E2 = (1256403) E S. But 
Cz and E2 are easily seen to be inconsistent by (1). This contradiction completes 
our proof, ct 
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